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FOREWORD
This report contains the final results of the studies conducted under
Contract NAS2-3918, Technological Requirements Common to Manned
Planetary Missions. This report consists of five volumes. The first volume
(SD 67-621-1) summarizes the study results. The detailed descriptions of
the study are presented in the following volumes:
Appendix A - Mission Requirements (SD 67-621-2)
Appendix B - Environments (SD 67-621-3)
Appendix C - Subsystem Synthesis and
Parametric Analysis
(SD 67-62 I-4)
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The mission performance requirements for all mission objectives and
mission modes considered in the study are presented. The mission objec-
tives considered are: Mercury, Venus, Mars, Jupiter and its satellite
Ganymede, and the asteroids Ceres and Vesta. The mission modes consid-
ered are direct transfers from Earth to the target body, direct returns,
non-propulsive Venus swingby missions to and from Mars, propulsive swingby
missions to and from Mercury, and fIyby missions [o Ceres, Vesta, and
Jupiter. Mission opportunities which represent the extremes in the per-
formance requirements are presented for each mission objective and mission
mode considered in the study.
Results of the aerobraking technology requirements study are also
presented in this report. The study defines the characteristics of the aero-
braking entry corridors at Mars and Venus and the heatshield requirements
for aerobraking spacecraft.
The characteristic velocity requirements for manned landings on
Mercury, Mars, Ganymede, and the asteroids Ceres and Vesta are presented
in the final section.
_
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PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
Mission performance requirements are determined by the mission
objective, mission opportunity, and mission mode being considered. In
order to establish basic performance requirements for manned planetary
missions during the post-1980 era, ocrformance analyses were conducted
for the following mission objectives: Mercury, Venus, Mars, Jupiter and
its satellite Ganymede, and the asteroids Ceres and Vesta. Mission modes
considered were: direct missions to all of the mission objectives; Ceres,
Vesta; and Jupiter flyby missions; non-propulsive Venus-swingby missions
to Mars; and propulsive Venus-swingby missions to Mercury. Performance
data were generated to the level of detail required to define the variations
in mission performance requirements during a complete cycle of opportu-
nities. The evaluation of the mission requirements included the determina-
tion of the effects of mission opportunity, trip time, and planetary stay time.
The basic trajectory data for the direct outbound and return missions
were stored on magnetic tapes and plotted automatically, using a SD-
developed digital computer program. The trajectory tapes provide a perma-
nent record of the mission requirements over a wide range of mission
characteristics. These data can be repeatedly processed to determine the
effects of mission parameters, such as parking orbit altitude and shape, on
the mission performance requirements. For the purposes of this study, the
Earth parking orbit was restricted to a circular orbit at an altitude of 300
kilometers. Only circular parking orbits were considered at the target body
during the initial investigations. The an'alyses were extended to include
elliptic planetary parking orbits about Mercury, Venus, Mars, Jupiter, and
Ganymede under an amendment to the basic contract.
A limited orbit stability study was conducted for low eccentricity
(e=O. 1) orbits about Mercury, Ceres, Vesta, and Ganymede. The purpose
of the study was to establish the stability characteristics prior to the genera-
tion of extensive mission performance data for the orbital and landing mis-
sions. It was determined that no significant stability problems exist for the
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MISSION OPPORTUNITIES
The selection of mission opportunities was based on data provided by
the NASA at the initial coordination meeting, on gross performance scans,
and on the relative positions of Earth and target body at the time of Earth
departure and target body arrival. Opportunities for direct missions will
occur once during each synodic period of the target body, and the perform-
ance requirements will roughly repeat once each synodic cycle. The synodic
periods and cycles for the mission objectives are shown in Table 1 and are
based on the planetary ephemeris data contained in Reference 1. As can be
seen from the table, the frequency of mission opportunities will be a
maximum for Mercury and a minimum for Mars (approximately every 116
days and 780 days, respectively).
Only a limited number of mission opportunities were investigated in
detail since the objective of the mission analysis study was to determine
mission opportunities representative of minimum, average, and maximum
performance requirements. The selection of mission opportunities for Mars
and Mercury direct missions was based on the data contained in References Z
and 3. Since extensive outbound and return mission data were not available
for Jupiter, Ceres, and Vesta, gross performance analyses were made for
these target bodies.
The results of the gross performance analyses for missions to Jupiter
are shown in Figures 1 through 8. Figures 1 through 4 show the total
incremental velocity requirements for the Earth-to-Jupiter mission phase.
The trans-Jupiter requirements are defined by the sum of the incremental
velocity required for escape from an Earth parking orbit at an altitude of
300 kilometers (kin) and the incremental velocity required for insertion into
a circular parking orbit about Jupiter at the radius of Ganymede (approxi-
mately 15 Jupiter radii). The Jupiter-to-Earth incremental velocity
requirements are defined by the parking orbit escape requirements only.
The Jupiter-to-Earth requirements do not include a retrobraking maneuver
at Earth since only direct entry was assumed during this study. The data
do not include the incremental velocity requirements for insertion into a
parking orbit about Ganymede. The Jupiter mission opportunities that were
selected for the direct missions correspond to Earth departures during
1985, 1987 and 1990.
The performace scans for the Ceres and Vesta did not produce obvious
mission opportunities that would have the desired variations in the performance
PAQE BL+,\i,:+ -5-
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requirements. Therefore, data were generated such that the arrival dates
would occur when the target bodies would be in the vicinity of the ascending
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MISSION SELECTION METHODOLOGY
AND RATIONALE
Basepoint missions were selected for each of the mission opportunities
considered on the basis of performance requirements only. Such an approach
neglects the effects of mission duration on the mass requirements of the
manned modules, and thus, the total system mass. For the flyby missions,
the mission selection was based only on the Earth departure velocity require-
ments. However, two methods of establishing the performance requirements
for the direct and swingby missions were considered. The first method
consists of selecting the combination of Earth departure date, target body
arrival date, target body departure date (for a given stay time), and Earth
arrival date, which minimizes the summation of the incremental velocity
requirements. This approach assumes the effects of staging and propellant
selection wilt not affect the mission selection. The second method uses a
simplified approximation to account for the effects of propellant selection
and staging.
In the first method, the basic trajectory data for the direct missions
are generated and stored on magnetic tape. These tapes are then processed,
using a SD-developed digital computer plotting program. Sample outputs
from this program were shown in Figures 1 through 8 for Jupiter missions
and are shown in Figures 9 through 13 for the 1990 Mars missions. Figure 9
shows the Earth departure (transplanet) velocity requirements as a function
of Mars arrival date for a range of transfer times. For heliocentric transfer
angles near 180 degrees, two-plane transfers are evaluated and, if beneficial,
the velocity increment is included in the Earth departure velocity require-
ment. These data are used to determine the velocity requirements for the
Earth-to-Mars phase of an aerobraking mission. Figure l0 shows the total
transplanet velocity requirements using a retrobraking maneuver at Mars.
The corresponding Mars-to-Earth velocity requirements are shown in
Figure ll. The data shown in Figure 11 are based only on the planetary
orbit escape incremental velocity requirements since direct reentry was
assumed at Earth. Retrobraking maneuvers prior to reentry which reduce
the Earth reentry speed were not considered. The performance require-
ments are also plotted as velocity contours as shown in Figures 12 and 13
for the Earth-to-Mars and Mars-to-Earth phases, respectively.
Desirable mission opportunities were located by overlaying trans-
parencies of the contour plots. By overlaying Figures 12 and 13, it can be
seen that two families of solutions exist which have low total velocity require-
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Figure 13. Total Trans-Earth Velocity Contours (1990 Mars Opposition)
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mission durations of approximately 1,000 days. The second family of mis-
sions, the opposition class missions, have higher velocity requirements but
shorter mission durations. Only the opposition class missions were con-
sidered in the present study. The effects of stay time at Mars can be seen
by translating the overlays horizontally while trip time effects can be seen
by a vertical translation. Once desirable regions of mission opportunities
are located, the basic plots of the velocity requirements (e. g., Figures 10
and 11) are used to define the mission. The mission is determined by
examining the envelopes of the velocity requirements to determine the arrival
date (and thus the departure date for a given stay time) which minimizes the
total velocity requirements. Again, transparencies of the plots can be used
to facilitate the analyses. The mission selection is performed by translating
the overlays vertically (with an initial horizontal translation to account for
stay time) and evaluating the requirements at the intersection of the envelopes.
The trip times and the individual incremental velocity requirements can then
be determined.
The second method of establishing performance requirements is based
on the use of propulsion factors (initial gross mass/payload mass) to obtain
an initial mass ratio. For landing missions, the initial mass in Earth orbit
(W o) is approximated by
Wo = [(WEM + WMM) PTEI + W PEM] PPOI PTP1 (i)
where
WEM = Earth entry module mass (kilograms)
WMM = mission module mass (kilograms)
WpE M = planetary excursion module mass (kilograms)
PTEI = trans-Earth injection propulsion factor
PPOI = planetary orbit insertion propulsion factor
PTPI = transplanet injection propulsion factor
For simplicity, only the major propulsive maneuvers are shown. Transplanet
and trans-Earth midcourse correction velocity requirements (PTPMCC and




For this application, the propulsion factors are approximated by
miAV i
Pi = e
where m i is dependent upon the propellant type. The approximation for Pi
is based on data similar to Figures 6.2.2-8 through 6. Z. 2-20 of Reference 4.
Rewriting Equation 2 we have,
]Ln WEM _ _VVMM. = Ln WpEMmTE I AVTE I + +e WE M WM M
+ (mpoiAVpoi + mTPiAVTPi }
(3)
The components of Equation 3 are plotted in a manner similar to the
velocity data and are shown in Figures 14 through 16 for the 1990 Mars
mission. Figure 14 shows the transplanet propulsion factors (ln PTP =
mTPi AVTp I +mTPMC C AVTPMCC) for aerobraker missions assuming a
value of mTP I of 0.22 x 10 -3 seconds/meter and a value of mTPMC C of
0.28 x 10-3 second/meter. For the retrobraker missions shown in Figure 15,
the transplanet propulsion factors include the planetary orbit insertion
requirements (i.e., In PTP = mTPI AVTPI + mTPMCC_AVTPMCC +
mpo I AVpoI), assuming a value of mpo I of 0.22 x 10 -0 . The trans-Earth
component of Equation 3 is presented in Figure 16 for a value of mTE I of
0. 28 x 10 -3 seconds/meter. The plots are used in pairs in the same manner
as the velocity plots to determine missions which minimizes the mass ratio.
Figures 14 and 16 are used for the aerobraker missions while Figures 15
and 16 are used for the retrobraker missions.
Summaries of the performance requirements for the 1990 Mars mission
opportunity are shown in Figures 17 and 18 (as a function of stay time) for
the aerobraker and retrobraker missions, respectively. The total velocity
requirements shown in Figure 17 were obtained by summing the envelope of
the transplanet velocity requirements of Figure 9 and the total trans-Earth
velocity requirements of Figure 11. The mass ratio data of Figure 17 was
obtained in a similar manner from Figures 14 and 16. The total velocity
requirements and mass ratio requirements for the 1990 retrobraker mission
were obtained in an analogous manner from Figures 10 and 11 and from
Figures 15 and 16, respectively. The discontinuity shown in Figure 18 is
due to the transition from Type II to Type I Earth-to-Mars transfers. As
shown in the figures, neither the stay time nor the technique employed to
establish the spacecraft performance requirements appears to have an
appreciable effect on the arrival date. Since the arrival date is approximately
the same for the stay times considered, the transplanet mission characteris-
tics will be the same. The characteristics of the trans-Earth missions will
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differ since the planet departure date varies as the stay time increases. The
trip times and the incremental velocity requirements for the individual
maneuvers which correspond to the minimization of the total incremental
velocity requirements (and thus the minimization of the initial mass in Earth
orbit) can be obtained from Figures 9 through 11. For example, the total
velocity requirements for the Mars 1990 retrobraker mission with a stay
time of 30 days are minimized by arriving at Mars on Julian Date (JD) ;>44
8335 (Figure 18). The required Earth departure incremental velocity and
the trans-Mars trip time are obtained from Figure 9, i.e., approximately
4 km/s and 200 days, respectively. The total trans-Mars velocity require-
ment is obtained from Figure 10 (6. 5 km/s). Therefore, the Mars planetary
orbit insertion incremental velocity requirement is approximately 2. 5 km/s.
The corresponding trans-Earth incremental velocity requirements are
obtained from Figure 11 for a launch date of JD 244 8365 (approximately
6 kin/s). The resultant total mission incremental velocity requirement is
then 12. 5 km/s and the total mission duration is approximately 460 days.
The missions defined by Figure 17 and 18 do not include considerations
of other factors such as Earth reentry speed. During subsequent analyses,
the Earth reentry speed was constrained to 19.8 km/s (65,000 ft/sec) and
for some missions was achieved only at the expense of increased total
incremental velocity requirements. The 19.8 km/s reentry speed con-
strain_, was imposed as an upper bound and was achieved without retrobraking
prior to Earth entry.
The mass ratios were evaluated for all mission objectives and mission
opportunities considered in the study. In all cases, it was found that
essentially the same missions were defined by minimizing either the total
velocity requirements or the mass ratio requirements for the broad spectrum
of missions considered in the study. Therefore, it is concluded that a mis-
sion defined by the simple minimization of the total incremental velocity
requirements will also approximate the minimum mass in Earth orbit mission
for a given mission duration. This qualification is reasonable since, in
general, the duration of the minimum mass mission is slightly less than the
minimum total incremental velocity mission. Although the total velocity
requirements would increase, the total mass in Earth orbit would decrease
due to a reduction in the time dependent mass requirements (mission module
mass, boil-off propellant, etc.). Of significance, however, is that once the
mission duration and stay time are prescribed by the mission objective, the
best particular trajectory (i.e., proper Earth departure and planet arrival
dates) can be selected from trajectory considerations only without recourse




Extensive mission requirements data were generated for each of the
mission objectives and mission modes considered in the study. The data were
generated using a three-dimensional model which assumes elliptic planetary
and asteroidal orbits with constant mean elements. The heliocentric transfer
orbit was determined using Lambert's theorem to solve for the conic transfer
between two points in a central force field in a fixed time. The inclination of
the transfer conic to the ecliptic approaches 90 degrees as the difference in
celestial longitude of the departure planet (at the time of departure) and the
target planet (at the time of arrival) approaches 180 degrees. The required
high inclination results in large velocity requirements for departure and
arrival. In order to reduce the requirements, a two-plane transfer was also
evaluated and employed when beneficial.
FLYBY MISSIONS
Mission-performance requirements for Ceres and Vesta flyby missions
were generated for mission opportunities representative of minimum and
maximum requirements. Mission times equal to an integral number of years
were considered for these missions, since the trajectory perturbations due to
the asteroids will be small and the transfer trajectory will depart and return
tangentially to the orbit of Earth. A two-year Vesta flyby mission is possible
when Vesta is near perihelion. As Vesta moves away from perihelion, two-
year missions are no longer possible and three-year missions are required.
Three-year missions are required at all times for Ceres flyby missions.
Mission opporturnities were estimated by computing the time and central
angle in the transfer ellipse from Earth departure out to the mean radius of
the asteroid. Subtracting the product of the transfer time and the mean orbital
motion of the asteroid from the transfer central angle gave an estimate of the
required relative position at launch. After scanning each mission opportunity
from 1980 to 2000, it was determined that in May 1992 Ceres would be near
its maximum celestial latitude and near aphelion at flyby. This opportunity
thus appears to represent the most severe conditions during the 20-year
period. During the July 1993 opportunity, Ceres is near both a node and its




The required Vesta orientation for a two-year mission occurs during
the 1991 opportunity, when Vesta is in the vicinity of perihelion and at a
celestial latitude of i. 5 degrees at flyby. The maximum performance
requirements mission occurs during 1993, when Vesta is at a minimum
celestial latitude of -7. 13 degrees and at slightly greater than mean distance
at the time of flyby.
A family of possible Ceres and Vesta flyby missions with various
Earth-departure dates, departure velocity requirements, total mission
times, flyby dates, earth-return entry velocities, and perifocal radii at the
asteroids was evaluated. The resultant characteristics are shown in
Figures 19 through Z2,* assuming a grazing flyby at the asteroid. An
increase in the flyby altitude will result in a slight increase in the velocity
requirements.
For Jupiter flyby missions, it was found that missions composed of
nearly symmetrical elliptical areas for the transplanet and transearth legs
provided the optimum Jupiter swingby missions. This technique most effec-
tively utilizes the turn-angle capability of Jupiter. A symmetrical mission
profile requires that the Earth and Jupiter be either near opposition or near
conjunction at the time of flyby. Figures 23 and 24 present Jupiter swingby
missions for 500- and 700-day outbound and inbound transit times. The
700-day transit time to Jupiter requires less turn angle at Jupiter to complete
the Earth return than the 500-day missions. Therefore, swingbys are
obtained at high flyby altitudes for 700-day missions because the available
turn angle decreases as flyby altitude increases.
DIRECT MISSIONS
Extensive mission requirements data were generated for direct outbound
and inbound missions for each of the mission objectives considered in the
study. The trajectory data that were generated were stored on a magnetic
tape and, with the exception of Mercury missions, plotted using a digital
computer plotting routine. The resultant plots are presented in sets showing
the outbound and return velocity requirements for a given mission opportunity
as a function of arrival or departure date, incremental velocity requirements,
and trip time. The transplanet velocity requirement is the incremental
velocity requirement for departure from Earth orbit plus the plane-change
increment if the two-plane solution has a total requirement which is less than
the single-plane solution. The total transplanet velocity requirement for
retrobraker missions is the sum of the transplanet requirement and the
*These and subsequent figures referred to in this section are located after the text, beginning on page 61.
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incremental velocity required for planetary orbit insertion. The total trans- •
Earth velocity requirement is analogous to the transplanet velocity
r equir ement.
Venus
Minimum energy Venus missions.occur when Venus is in the vicinity of
an inferior conjunction at the time of Venus arrival. In order to establish
the range of performance requirements for Venus missions, the mission
performance requirements were determined for missions occurring during
three of the five inferior conjunctions which occur each synodic cycle. The
basic performance requirements for the opportunities selected are shown in
Figures Z5 through 39. During the first opportunity (1988 inferior conjunc-
tion), Venus is near the ascending node at the time of inferior conjunction.
Venus is near perihelion at the time of the second opportunity (1990 inferior
conjunction), and between aphelion and maximum declination at the time of
inferior conjunction for the final opportunity.
Summaries of the characteristics of the missions which define the
envelopes of velocity requirements are presented in Figures 40 through 42.
Figure 40 shows the Earth-to-Venus velocity and trip time requirements for
both the aerobraker and the retrobraker missions. The Venus-to-Earth
velocity requirements, trip time, and Earth entry speed are shown in
Figure 41. Where appropriate both Type I (heliocentric transfer angles less
than 180 °) and Type II (transfer angles greater than 180 ° ) trajectories are
shown. These data define the total mission incremental velocity require-
ments, trip times, and Earth entry speed for a given arrival date and stay
time. Total incremental velocity requirements are shown in Figure 42 for
stay times of zero, thirty, and sixty days. The corresponding mass ratio
requirements are shown in Figure 43. These data, and the similar data for
the remaining opportunities (Figures 44 through 49) provide the basic data
required for the selection of the baseline missions presented in the next
section.
Mars
The analyses of Mars missions were limited to the opposition class
missions, which have total mission durations of 400 to 550 days. The first
opposition during the period of interest occurs at 25. 3 February 1980
(Julian date 2444294.8) and successive oppositions occur at intervals of
approximately 780 days.
The 1986- and 1993-opposition missions are representative of oppor-
tunities which define the limits in the performance requirements. The 1986
opportunity is representative of the lower bound, while the 1993 opportunity
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is representative of the upper bound. Basic performance requirements for
the 1988 and 1990 opportunities were aiso generated. The 1988 opportunity
was selected as being representative of the average velocity, hence initial
mass, requirements.
The velocity requirements data for the 1990 opportunity were discussed
under Mission Selection Methodology and Rationale. The velocity require-
ments plots and contour plots for the 1986, 1988 and i993 mission opportuni-
ties are presented in Figures 50 through 64. The summary plots are
presented in Figures 65 through 73. The total velocity requirements defined
in Figures 72 and 73 do not assume any constraints on the Earth reentry
speed. The effect of imposing a 19.8 km/s (65,000 ft/sec) reentry speed
contraint is shown in Figures 74 and 75. The penalty for imposing the reentry
speed constraint is approximately 1.66 km/s for a stay time of 60 days.
Ceres and Vesta
Six mission opportunities were investigated for Vesta. Total mission
performance requirements and requirements summaries are presented in
Figures 76 through 108. Comparable velocity requirements data are shown
in Figures 109 through 141 for the five Ceres opportunities investigated.
Jupiter
The Jupiter mission associated with the minimum incremental velocity
requirements results in outbound and inbound trip times on the order of
900 days. It was agreed with NASA that the resultant total mission duration
of 1800 days was unnecessary since the total mission duration can be
decreased to approximately 1400 days by utilizing missions which impose
only slightly higher velocity requirements. The mission requirements plots
for the opportunities investigated are shown in Figures 142 and 156. Mission
requirements summaries for the 1985 Jupiter missions are presented in
Figures 157 and 158. The resultant total velocity requirements are shown in
Figure 159 for those missions which have total durations of approximately
1400 days. Similar data are presented in Figures 160 through 165 for the
1987 and 1990 opportunities. The requirements defined by Figures 159, 162,
and i65 do not include the effects of an earth entry speed constraint. As can
be seen from Figures 158, 161, and 164, the earth entry speed could be in
excess of the 19.8 km/s constraint for the missions which are defined by the
minimum total velocity requirements. The entry speed can be substantially
reduced, however, by increasing the performance requirements by a slight
amount. Due to the sensitivity of the Earth entry speed to trans-Earth
transient time, missions which minimize the Earth entry speed can be
achieved with aminor performance penalty. This can be seen by referring
to Figures 158 and 161 and 164, which show the trans-Earth incremental




entry velocity missions. By agreement with NASA, the minimum entry
velocity criteria were adopted for the Jupiter missions. The resultant total
velocity requirements are shown in Figures 166 through 168 for the three
opportunities.
Ganymede
The incremental velocity requirements for establishing an orbit about
Ganymede were determined for two possible mission profiles. The first
profile assumes the spacecraft is injected into an orbit about Jupiter and,
after a coast period to attain the proper phase angle, is injected into a
transfer orbit that results in a Ganymede-centered orbit with the required
perifocal radius. At the Ganymede perifocus, a third propulsive maneuver
is required for injection into orbit about Ganymede. The second profile,
which requires only one propulsive maneuver, is a direct injection into orbit
about Ganymede from the Jupiter/Ganymede approach hyperbola. The
incremental velocity requirements have been determined as a function of
the Jupiter approach hyperbolic excess speed (V= } using a two-dimensional
patched conic trajectory model.
The performance requirements for the indirect mode depend upon the
radius of the final orbit about Ganymede, the Jupiter approach hyperbolic
excess speed, and the radius of the initial orbit about Jupiter. For this study,
the Ganymede parking-orbit radius was assumed to be equal to two Ganymede
radii. The hyperbolic excess speed with respect to Jupiter depends upon the
earth departure date and the earth-to-Jupiter transit time and is between 6. 9
and 8. 3 km/s for the missions being considered. The incremental velocity
requirement for injecting into orbit about Jupiter can be minimized by
selecting the parking orbit radius as a function of the hyperbolic excess speed.
For the present problem, however, the total requirement is minimized by
injecting into an orbit that is essentially equal to the orbit of Ganymede about
Jupiter. The incremental velocity requirements for injecting into orbit about
Jupiter at the radius of Ganymede and the total requirement for establishing
the specified orbit about Ganymede are shown in Figure 169 as a function of
the Jupiter approach V¢0. As can be seen from the figure, the additional
velocity increment for establishing the orbit about Ganymede is approximately
0.36 km/s for the range of hyperbolic excess speeds being considered.
The incremental velocity requirements for the direct injection mode
depend upon the Jupiter approach hyperbolic excess speed, the Ganymede
parking orbit radius, and the position of Ganymede in orbit about Jupiter at the
time of Ganymede encounter. The parking orbit injection requirements were
determined as a function of the magnitude of the Jupiter approach hyperbolic
excess velocity and the position of the spacecraft relative to the Jupiter-
Ganymede line of centers at the time the spacecraft enters the sphere of
influence of Ganymede. Only posigrade Jupiter approach hyperbolas were
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considered, but both posigrade and retrograde Ganymede approaches were
considered. The posigrade approach (to Ganymede} results in a slightly
lower orbit insertion incremental velocity requirement due to the lower
speed of the spacecraft relative to Ganymede at the time of entry into the
sphere of influence of Ganymede. The resultant Ganymede orbit insertion
requirements for the minimum energy solutions are also shown in Figure 169.
For the family of missions being considered, the orbit insertion requirements
are between 4.8 and 5.3 km/s and represent a savings of approximately
i. 56 km/s when compared with the indirect mode. Based on results of this
analysis and results of the guidance and navigation considerations presented
in a subsequent section, the direct Ganymede orbit injection profile was
selected as the nominal profile for weight synthesis analyses.
Mercury
The analyses of the performance requirements for missions to Mercury
were limited to the examination of discrete opportunities because of the
restricted mission selection flexibility. The mission flexibility constraint is
imposed by excessively high velocity requirements which limit the Mercury
arrival and departure dates (and thus the stay time) to discrete dates. The
selection of mission opportunities representative of minimum, average, and
maximum performance requirements was based on the data contained in
Reference 3 and a gross mission performance requirements scan. The
selected missions are presented in the Selected Basepoint Missions section.
The Mercury stay time between the arrival date and the first low energy
direct return opportunity varies from 60 to 90 days. The total mission
performance requirements can be decreased further by delaying the return
until the absolute minimum energy opportunity occurs about 90 days later.
Missions have been selected by employing both of these selection criteria.
SWINGBY MISSIONS
Mercury
The evaluation and selection of powered Venus swingby missions to
Mercury is simplified by the fact that the Venus synodic period is essentially
five times the Mercury synodic period, with the result that the relative
planetary positions of Earth, Venus, and Mercury for initiating a successful
powered-swingby mission will be repeated by successive Venus synodic
periods. A limited number of powered-swingby-outbound, direct-return and
direct-outbound, powered-swingby return missions were generated. 1 These
were selected on purely geometric bases, and the investigation was limited
to a narrow range of launch opportunities and trip-time variations. The
resulting missions are summarized in Tables 2 and 3.
IAn investigation was also conducted of unpowered Venus swingby missions. For the opportunities investigated,
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= Transplanetary injection velocity increment
= First transplanet leg plane change velocity increment
= Velocity increment added during Venus swingby passage
= Second transplanet leg plane change velocity increment
= Mercury orbit insertion velocity increment
= Total transplanet incremental velocity requirement
= Trans-Earth injection velocity increment
= Trans-Earth leg plane change velocity increment
= Total Trans-Earth velocity increment requirement
= Earth entry speed
AVtota 1 = Total mission incremental velocity requirement
*Julian Date - Z440000.
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The search for a candidate powered Venus swingby mission to Mercury
was initiated by determining the relative planet orientation required for a
minimum energy transfer from Venus to Mercury combined with a low-
energy Earth-Venus transit opportunity. The first opportunity investigated
was the 1988 Venus inferior conjunction. By varying Earth departure date
and the trip times, a local minimum energy powered-swingby transfer was
established. Both single-plane and two-plane solutions were evaluated for
the single leg trajectories.
During the initial investigation, it was found that over the low-energy
mission opportunity interval, Mercury arrival times remained essentially
constant for the minimum energy solutions as both first- and second-leg trip
times (i. e. , Earth to Venus and Venus to Mercury) were varied to achieve
minimum performance requirements for each launch date evaluated, This
emphasises the significance of the original premise that the planetary
geometric association occurring at the venus inferior conjunction represents
a favorable swingby mission opporturnity. The investigation was then
extended by searching for additional earlier launch opportunities, using an
opportunity time increment of 584 days (Venus synodic period) for successive
trials.
Comparison of the tabulated data for these missions with direct
outbound-direct inbound missions with identical return legs show that in all
five cases the Mercury stay times were reduced by approximately fifty
percent, while total mission duration was increased by 100 to 140 days. In
all five missions, the total velocity requirement was less than the compared
direct mission, and four of the five swingby missions had lower total velocity
requirements than any direct mission immediately adjacent to the compared
missions.
The alternate mission mode (direct-outbound, swingby-return) is repre-
sented by the three cases tabulated in Table 3. Comparison with equivalent
direct missions show Mercury stay times reduced by approximately fifty per-
cent but the swingby return missions all required higher total mission velocity
requirements.
Mars Outbound Venus Swingby Missions
Outbound Venus swingby missions to Mars with retrobraking and atmos-
pheric braking and direct returns are analyzed on the basis of total mission
velocity requirements for the three successive syzygistic periods of 1986,
1993, and 1999. The characteristics of these missions are summarized in
Figures 170 through 175. These mission opportunities are representative of
opportunities having minimum, average, and maximum velocity requirements
for both the aerobraker and retrobraker mission modes.
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_V 2 Mercury Z_V 3 £_VTT P
(kps) (JD)_ (kps) (kps)
0.0 4800 8. 19 14. 94
0.0 712,3 10.95 17.31




















Arrive Trip Arrive Mission
_V 5 Venus _Vswing Time _V 6 AVTT E Earth Ventry Duration _Vtota ]
(kps) (JD) (kps) (days) (kps) (kps) (JD)$ (kps) (days) (kps)
0.0 4934 1.63 160 0.0 9. g8 5094 12.39 384 24.22
0.0 7260 1.43 170 0.0 9.13 7430 12.00 422 26.44
0.0 8972 1.66 160 0.0 9.31 9132 11.63 380 22.49
= Transplanetary injection velocity.increment
= Transplanet 'plane change velocity increment
= Mercury orbit insertion velocity increment
= Total transplanet incremental velocity requirement
= Trans-Earth injection velocity increment
= First trams-Earth leg plane change velocity increment
= Velocity increment added during Venus swingby passage
= Second Trams-Earth leg plane change velocity increment
= Total Trans-Earth incremental velocity requirement
= Total mission incremental velocity requirement




The minimum Venus swingby altitude is 0. 1 Venus radius and is a con-
straint for some of the 30- and 60-day stay-time missions. Earth departure
and Mars retrobraker altitudes are 300 kilometers and 800 kilometers,
respectively. Earth entry and Mars entry altitudes are 12Z km (400,000 feet)
and 305 km (1,000,000 feet), respectively.
All transfers considered are in one plane. Typical Earth-to-Venus legs
are 160 days and involve a heliocentric transfer angle of 270 degrees. The
Sun-Venus-Spacecraft angle at swingby perifocus is typically 1Z0 degrees and
decreases gradually to about 90 degrees as the total outbound trip time
increases for any one given launch date. The Venus-Mars heliocentric trans-
fer angles and trip times are typically 1Z0 degrees and 140 days, respectively.
The required launch incremental velocity is relatively sensitive to launch
date but remains relatively constant over a range of total outbound trip times
(i.e., Mars arrival dates) for any given launch date. Therefore, the Mars-
to-Earth transfer is the predominant influence on the mission opportunity
selection.
Mars Inbound Venus Swingby Missions
Inbound swingbys were investigated for the 198Z, 1984, 1988, and 1995
opportunities. The 1982 and 1984 opportunities were considered to represent
the upper limits for reasonable aerobraker and retrobraker missions,
respectively. The 1997 swingby requirements are greater than the require-
ments for the above opportunities for both modes; however, the requirements
were considered to be excessive. Direct missions can be accomplished
during the 1 997 opportunity within the requirements of the limiting direct
missions which were considered. The 1988 and 1995 opportunities are repre-
sentative of aerobraker missions having average and minimum velocity
requirements. The 1995 and 1988 retrobraker missions are representative
of missions which have average and minimum requirements, respectively.




Summaries of the characteristics of the basepoint missions from which
missions were selected for the weight synthesis analyses are presented in
Tables 4 through 19. The tables define the dates at which major mission
events occur, the durations of the mission phases, the major incremental
velocity requirements, and the Earth reentry speed. Table 4 defines the
characteristics of the Vesta, Ceres, and Jupiter flyby missions. The
characteristics of the direct missions for all mission objectives are defined
in Tables 5 through 13. The Mercury and Mars missions with a Venus
swingby are shown in Tables 14 through 19.
The mission opportunities were selected on the criterion of representa-
tive opportunities with minimum, maximum, and average total velocity
requirements for the post-1980 era. For all cases except Mercury, stay
times of zero, thirty, and sixty days have been considered. An Earth reentry
speed of 19.8 kilometers per second (65,000 ft/s) was the only constraint
imposed on the mission selection except for the Jupiter and Ganymede
missions which were based on minimizing the reentry speed. The require-
ments are based on the parking orbit altitudes shown on the tables.
The direct missions were selected on the basis of minimizing the total
mission incremental velocity requirements considering Type I, Type II, and
two-plane transfers when necessary to reduce the requirements for transfer
angles near 180 degrees. The Earth-to-target transfers for the Venus and
Mars aerobraker missions and the Ganymede missions are all Type I
transfers. The outbound Mars and Venus retrobraker missions and the
Mercury missions include both Type I and Type II transfers. The two-plane
transfer mode has been found to be advantageous only for a limited number
of Earth-to-Ceres and Earth-to-Vesta missions.
The majority of the missions require Type II transfers for the target-
to-Earth mission phase. The exception is Vesta which requires both
Type I and Type II returns to minimize the total incremental velocity require-
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The initial analyses of the performance requirements were based on
circular planetary parking orbits only. The use of elliptical planetary
parking orbits can, however, result in significant reductions in the planetary
orbit insertion and planetary orbit escape incremental velocity requirements.
The magnitude of the reduction is dependent upon the mass of the central body
and the pericenter radius. The most significant reductions will occur when
considering orbits of low pericenter altitudes about Jupiter. The effects of
eccentricity will be the least significant for Vesta and Ceres because of the
low mass of the asteroids.
The circular orbit restriction was imposed at the onset of this study
because it was felt that elliptical orbits would inordinately complicate ren-
dezvous operations and significantly increase launch window requirements.
Analyses conducted after the initiation of the study, however, have shown
that only modest performance penalties are incurred for performing off-
pericenter planetary orbit insertion and escape maneuvers. Maneuvers
carried out as much as 60 degrees in true anomaly from pericenter can
result in increases in the incremental velocity requirements of only about
7 percent. These penalties are much less than the velocity reductions
inherent in the use of elliptical orbits.
Under an amendment to the basic contract, the effects of planetary
orbit eccentricity on the incremental velocity requirements were investigated
for Mercury, Venus, Mars, Jupiter, and Ganymede. The planetary orbit
insertion and escape incremental velocity requirements were determined for
the baseline missions defined in Tables 5 through 7, 12, 13, and 16 through
19, assuming a thirty-day planetary stay time. Only the Venus swingby
mission mode was investigated for Mars missions. Both aerobraking and
retrobraking mission modes were investigated for Venus and Mars. For the
retrobraking missions, the planetary orbit insertion assumes a cotangential
incremental velocity at pericenter of the approach hyperbola. Therefore,
the approach hyperbola and the resultant elliptical parking orbit are coplanar
with a common pericenter radius. In all cases, a cotangential maneuver is
assumed for trans-Earth injection. While it is realized that such maneuvers
are not possible in practice the velocity requirements will be optimistic by a
small amount (e.g., 0.5 kin/s).
The resultant requirements are shown in Figure 185 through 192 for
pericenter altitudes of 300 kilometers for Mercury, Mars, and Ganymede;
500 kilometers for Venus; and 0, 5, 10, and 15 Jupiter radii for Jupiter
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orbiter missions. It should be noted that the pericenter altitudes differ from
the circular orbit altitudes used in the generation of the incremental velocity




Prior to the generation of extensive mission data, the stability char-
acteristics of satellites around Mercury, Ceres, Vesta, and Ganymede with
various third body perturbant forces were investigated. The study determined
the changes in shape, size, and orientation of these orbits. The analyses
were limited to the investigation of orbits of low eccentricity (e = 0. l).
A digital computer program in which all central and perturbing bodies
are assumed to be perfect, homogeneous spheres was used to generate the
stability data. The disturbing forces acting on the satellite orbit are due
solely to perturbing bodies. The changes in orbital elements due to each
disturbing body are found from an integration of Lagrange's planetary
equations over one orbit revolution. These equations assume that the posi-
tions of the disturbing bodies remain constant throughout the period of
integration. The elemental changes due to each perturbing body are summed
to obtain the total change in each element from which the analytical orbital
parameters are computed.
The perturbations due to Sun, Earth, and Jupiter were considered for
orbits about Mercury, Vesta, and Ceres. The Sun was found to be the pre-
dominant disturbing body for these cases and accounted for more than 99 per-
cent of the variations in the orbital elements. The orbits were found to be
stable for the assumed semimajor axis of two planet radii or less, eccentric-
ity of 0. I, and stay time of 100 days. The variation in apofocal and perifocal
radii for Mercury was less than one kilometer for the orbital duration con-
sidered, and the variations were negligible for orbits about Vesta and Ceres.
The disturbing bodies considered for orbits about Ganymede were
Jupiter, Europa, Callisto, and Sun. The effect of Jupiter was predominant,
with Europa and Callisto having about equal, but negligible, effects. The
effect of the Sun was about one tenth that of Europa and Callisto.
The orbits about Ganymede resulted in significant, though not prohibi-
tive, variations in apofocus and perifocus radii. The extent of these varia-
tions is dependent upon the initial inclination of the orbit as shown in
Figures 193 through 196 for inclinations of zero and ninety degrees relative
to the plane of the orbit of Ganymede about Jupiter. The initial semimajor
axis is 5600 kilometers, which corresponds to a mean altitude of approxi-
mately one Ganymede radius.
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For an initial inclination of zero degrees, the short-term cyclic varia-
tion in perifocus and apofocus radii is 81 kilometers during the initial orbits
and decreases to 71 kilometers at the end of i00 days. The long-term varia-
tion (i. e. , the difference between minimum cyclic perifocal values at 0 and
100 days) was 72 kilometers, resulting in a total variation of 143 kilometers.
The eccentricity of this orbit decreased from an initial value of 0. 1 to
approximately 0. 086 at the end of 100 days.
An orbital inclination of 90 degrees resulted in a short-term cyclic
variation of 6 to 5 kilometers in the perifocus and apofocus altitudes, and a
long-term change of 67 kilometers at the end of the i00 days. The resultant
total variation was 73 kilometers. The orbital eccentricity increased with
time from the initial value of 0. 1 to 0. 112 after 100 days. Although the
eccentricity increases, the variation in perifocus radius is relatively small
over the interval considered.
Orbits of extended duration about Mercury, Vesta, Ceres, and Ganymede
appear to present no significant problems with respect to stability for semi-
major axes up to two planet/asteroid radii. Variations in orbit shape for
orbits about Mercury, Vesta, and Ceres are negligible. Although the dis-
turbing body effects are more significant for orbits about Ganymede, the
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Figure 53. Trans-Earth Velocity Requirements (1986 Mars Opposition )
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Figure 54. Total Trans-Earth Velocity Contours (1986 Mars Opposition)
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Figure 55. Transplanet Velocity Requirements (I988 Mars Opposition)
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Figure 191. Jupiter Orbit Escape Requirements (1990 Mission)
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Aerodynamic braking to orbit about Mars and Venus is an attractive
mode of decelerating the spacecraft from hyperbolic approach velocities
when compared to retrobraking deceleration. This mode, however, results
in a much more complex system, which is very sensitive to both the environ-
ment and to the vehicle and trajectory parameters. Additional constraints
are imposed on the aerobraking vehicle by packaging, tolerable deceleration
levels, and achievable navigation accuracy.
Past studies, such as those described in References 5 and 6, have
considered some of the complex interactions between the environment and
vehicle and trajectory parameters and have developed a feasible vehicle con-
figuration. This configuration, shown in Figure 197, was utilized in the
present study as a baseline for the parametric analyses. The configuration
was assumed to develop an L/D of 1.0 at a value of C D of 0.25. Ballistic
coefficients ranging from 2400 to 12,200 kg/m 2 were selec.ted for the para-
metric studies. Entry velocities ranging from 6 to 12 km/sec for Mars and
9 to 15 km/sec for Venus were chosen as representative.
The atmospheres used in this study were obtained from References 7
and 8, and include the VM-8 model from Mars and the NASA/MSFC mean
density model for Venus. The analyses were limited to the above atmospheric
models since the primary objective of the study was to define the critical
spacecraft design sensitivities. Prior to the development of an operational
aerobraking spacecraft, the atmospheres will be defined through the use of
unmanned spacecraft (e. g., Mariner IV and V) and the actual designs will be
based on the resultant atmospheric models.
The results of the study include the aerobraking entry corridors at
Mars and Venus as functions of velocity, vehicle M/CDA and various cut-off
criteria, such as maximum deceleration or minimum pull-up altitudes.
Heating rates and total heat loads to the vehicle were determined for the
critical entry trajectories, and estimates of the required heatshield weights
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The JPL VM series model atmospheres derived from the Mariner IV
radio occultation experiments were employed in the Mars aerobraking
aerothermodynamfc-performance analyses. The new estimates of surface
pressure range between 5 and 8 millibar, as compared to previous estimates
which were as high as 185 millibars. Figure 198 presents a comparison
between post-Mariner atmospheric density profiles and pre-Mariner extreme
density profiles. Table 20 presents a tabulation of the JPL Mars atmosphere
construction parameters. As indicated by Figure 198, the VM-8 model has
values of density considerably below those for the other models and is thus
the critical model for aerobraking. The important parameters of the VM-8
atmosphere are tabulated in Table 21 as a function of altitude.
VENUS
The Marshall Space Flight Center (NASA-MSFC) recommended model
atmospheres (Reference 7) were employed in the Venus aerobraking
aerothermodynamic-performance analyses. These model atmospheres con-
sist of an upper density model (UDM), a mean density model (MDM), and a
lower density model (LDM).
The basic construction philosophy of these atmospheres (and other
so-ca/led mean and extreme atmospheres) is as follows. Values of construc-
tion parameters such as gravity, molecular weight, and surface values of
temperature, pressure, and density are combined so as to produce an altitude
representation of a selected parameter (usually temperature, but density in
these models) which produces a maximum, mean, or minimum profile
(Reference 8).
It should be noted that the surface temperatures and pressures associated
with the NASA UDM, MDM, and LDM are 750, 700, and 650 K and 40, 10, and
5 atmospheres, respectively. These values bracket the high surface tempera-
ture, high surface pressure concept quite well. Construction data for these
atmospheres are illustrated in Table 22. The characteristics of these
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Specific Heat of Mixture Cp
Specific Heat bUo y
Adiabatic Lapse Rate F
l]rnemion VM-1 Vlvl-2 Vkt-3 VM-4 ViVl-7
mb 7.0 7.0 10.0 10.0 6.0
lb/ft 2 14.6 14.6 90.9 90.9 10.4
(gm/em3)105 0.955 1.88 1.368 2.67 0.68
(shi_3)105 1.86 3.69 2.68 4.98 1.32
"K 275 !1100 275 200 275
• R 498 360 495 360 495
• K 200 100 200 100 200
• R 1360 180 360 180 360
cm/sec 2 375 375 3% 376 376












U.2 100.0 28.2 70.0 28.2 100.0
20. 0 100. 0 90. 0 68.0 20.0 100.0
71.8 0.0 71.8 0.0 71.8 0.0
80.0 0.0 80.0 0.0 80.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 39.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 32.0 0.0 0.0
tool "1 31.9 44.0 31.9 49.7 31.2 44.0
i cal/gm'C 0.230 0.16(i 0.230 0.163 0.230 0.166
1.38 1.37 1.38 1.48 1.38 1.37
"K/kin -3.88 -8.39 -3.88 -5.88 -3.88 -5.39
• R/1000 ft -2.13 -2.96 -2.13 -3.21 -2.13 -2.96
Tz_impame Altitude h T i km
Idlo It
t
lmv_rlmScale HelSh, p ikm °1
(m,mMm-) _-1.x0s
19.3 18.6 19.3 17.1 19.3
63.3 t11.0 63.3 56.1 63.3
0. 0'/0g 0.199 0. 0"/0_ 0.193 0. 0705

















































































4.29 x 10- 3
9.93 x 10- 4




4.23 x 10- 8
9.63 x 10- 9
9.68 x 10-12
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1.31 x 10- 6
4.0_ x 10-7
9.17 x lO-6
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Table 22. Construction Parameters, NASA-MSFC Model Atmospheres
Atmospheric Parameter
Surface gravity
(centimeters / second 2)
Molecular weight
CO 2 - N 2
(volumetric percent)
Radius













































































































Note: 3.56 E - 03 means 3.56 x 10-3
05 E + 04
31 E + 04
67 E + 04
68 E + 04
94E+ 03
40E+ 03
61 E + 03
50E+0Z
67 E + 00
56 E - 03
75E - 05
60 E - 08
53 E - I0
Density
(grams /centimete r3)
I. 9Z E - 0Z
I. 65 E - 0Z
I.41 E - 0Z
I. 00 E - 0Z
6.80 E - 03
4.35E - 03
2.65 E - 03
Z. 75 E - 04
6.73E - 06
5. ZZ E - 09
Z.88E - II
3.07E - 14
3.20 E - 16


































7.88 E + 03
6.04E + 03
3. 36 E + 03
1.69E + O3
7.40 E + 0Z
Z.59E+ 0Z
6.98 E + 00
1.77E - 01
Z. 63 E - 04
Z. 94 E - 06
6.99 E - 09
I. 18 E - I0
Density
(grams /centimete r3)
5.57 E - 03
4.60E - 03
3.76 E - O3
Z. 41 E - 03
1.44E - 03
7.78 E - 04
3.59E - 04
1.19E - 05
3.02 E - 07
3. 31 E - I0
2.71 E - IZ
4. Z0 E - 15
5. Z5 E - 17
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5.07 E + 03
3.57 E + 03
Z.46E + O3
I. 06 E + 03
3.84 E + 02
1.05E+ 02
1.74E + 01
1.42 E - 01
I. 65 E - 03
3.33 E - 06
4.66 E - 08
1.38E - I0
Z. 59 E - 12
Density
(grams /centimeter 3)
3.75 E - 03
2.83 E - 03
2. O9 E - O3
I. 07 E - 03
4.81 E - 04
1.76E - 04
3.73E - 05
3.05 E - 07
Z. 90 E - 09
3.84E - IZ
3.99E - 14
7.78 E - 17
I. 09 E - 18
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PRECEDING _AGE _,_ ....
B,-,'_r,_K NOT FIL/vi/_D.
TRAJECTORY ANALYSIS
The atmospheric flight mechanics is an important factor to be considered
in the definition of technological requirements common to the development of
systems capable of performing manned exploration of both Mars and Venus.
Results of parametric studies of Mars and Venus aerobraking trajectory
analyses are presented to show feasible trade-offs. The parametric data
identify the limits in which an aerobraking maneuver into Mars and Venus
atmospheres can be successfully executed. The results described in the
subsequent discussion comprise the definition of aerobraking entry corridors,
skip-out operating envelopes and atmospheric exit requirements which can be
employed to evaluate vehicle aerothermodynamic characteristics.
ENTRY CORRIDORS
The entry corridor is the region in which the vehicle is required to fly
to successfully execute the aerobraking maneuver (i. e. , to use the planetary
atmosphere as a means of absorbing excess energy above that required for
orbital capture). The flight scheme to be employed in the aerobraking maneu-
ver is depicted in Figure 199. At some distance from the planet, the space-
craft retracts all external equipment and assumes the correct attitude to
enter the corridor. Entry is accomplished by employing full positive or
negative lift until level flight is achieved. Then a constant altitude deceler-
ation is maintained by roll modulation of the lift vector until the velocity is
reduced to nearly the planet orbital velocity. Exit from the atmosphere is
achieved by removing the negative lift vector and allowing the centrifugal
force vector to drive the vehicle back through the atmosphere. During a
gravity turn exit, the vehicle would assume a continuous spiral maneuver to
cancel out normal aerodynamic forces. When the apoapsis of the exit trajec-
tory is attained, a propulsive velocity increment is applied to the vehicle to
establish the orbit.
Boundaries of this aerobraking entry corridor are defined by overshoot
and undershoot limits. The overshoot limit is the entry condition at which the
normal acceleration at pull-out is zero, while the undershoot limit is defined
by a maximum load factor or a pu/l-out altitude constraint. A modified version
of the general purpose two-degree-of-freedom trajectory computer program

















evaluated by selecting a range of overshoot boundary velocities at the pull-out
position and then integrating the equations of motion normal and tangential to
the flight path backwards along the trajectory to a specified entry altitude.
The resultant entry velocity was then correlated with the entry angle for the
particular vehicle L/D and M/CDA. A similar technique was employed to
evaluate the undershoot limit. For a specified maximum load factor the
equations of motion normal and tangential to the flight path were numerically
integrated backward along the trajectory for a range of pull-out velocities to
the entry altitude. Then the entry angle was correlated with the entry velocity.
Full negative lift (180-degree roll angle) and full positive lift (0-degree roll
angle) were assumed for the overshoot and undershoot limits, respectively.
The corridor depths were determined by taking the algebraic difference of the
overshoot and undershoot limit periapsis radii derived from propagating the
trajectories at the atmospheric interface forwards using vacuum equations.
An alternate method of expressing these limits would be the entry angles.
This procedure for evaluating corridor boundaries is identical to that
employed during previous NR/SD Mars and Venus Aerobraking Technology
Studies (References 9, 10, and 11).
The corridor depths for Mars and Venus were evaluated with assumed
interface altitudes of 1,000,000 feet (305 kilometers) and 600,000 feet
(183 kilometers), respectively, and the atmospheric models already dis-
cussed. Entry velocities of 20,000 feet/second (6. 1 kilometers/second) to
40,000 feet/second (12.2 kilometers/second), and 30,000 feet/second
(9.2 kilometers/sec) to 50,000 feet/second (15.2 kilometers/second) were
employed for Mars and Venus to bound a wide range of possible aerobraking
missions. For Mars the corridor depths were determined for a representative
biconic lifting configuration (Figure 197) with an L/D = 1 and a M/CDA range
of 500 pound_/foot 2 (2400 kilograms/meter 2) to 2500 pounds/foot 2
(13,300 kilograms/meter2). The corridor depth evaluation for Venus covered
an L/D range of 0.5 to 2 and a M/CDA range of 500 pounds/foot2
(2440 kilograms/meter2) to 3500 pounds/foot 2 (12,200 kilograms/meter2).
Atmospheric models developed from the Mariner IV occultation experi-
ment can place restrictions upon the Mars aerobraking maneuver. The
VM-8 model was assumed to be a representative low density atmosphere to
depict the entry corridor problems associated with Mars. Figure 200 presents
an undershoot pull-out altitude variation with entry velocity, M/CDA , and
maximum load factor. The figure shows that a terrain clearance altitude
criteria of 10 kilometers would severely limit the undershoot boundary. For
a vehicle with an L/D = 1 and a M/CDA of 2500 pounds/foot 2
(12,200 kilograms/meter 2) a 5-g undershoot limit is not feasible while a
2-g undershoot limit is practical over an entry velocity range of 25,600 feet]
second (7.8 kilometers/second) to 40,000 feet/second (12.2 kilometers/















































undershoot boundary. As a consequence of the terrain clearance problem
posed by the aerobraking maneuver, the undershoot boundary was constrained
to a 10-kilometer pull-out altitude. The undershoot boundary was then deter-
mined by a backwards integration of the equations of motion normal and
tangential to the flight path from the specified pull-out altitude to the specified
entry altitude for a range of pull-out velocities. From a correlation of entry
angle with entry velocity the required periapsis radii were determined.
Figures Z01, 202, and 203 present the corridor depth variation with entry
velocity for M/C DA's of 500 pounds/foot 2 (2400 kilograms/meterZ),
1500 pounds/foot 2-{7320 kilograms/meterZ), and 2500 pounds/foot 2,
(12,200 kilograms/meter2), respectively. The figures show the significant
effect of entry velocity and vehicle M/CDA on corridor depth. If 20 kilometers
is the lowest practical corridor depth, the representative VM-8 atmosphere
is shown to severely restrict the aerobraking concept with regards to entry
velocity and M/CDA. At the lowest M/CDA (Z440 kilograms/meter2) a maxi-
mum load-factor criteria appears to define the undershoot boundary rather
than a pull-out altitude constraint and the 20-kilometer corridor depth criteria
is satisfied by a 5-gmax undershoot boundary for an entry velocity range of
6. 1 kilometers per second to approximately 9.2 kilometers per second.
Increasing the maximum allowable load factor would extend the aforementioned
entry velocity range. For the M/CD A of 73Z0 kilograms/meter Z the
10-kilometer pull-out altitude limit defines the entry corridor over the entire
entry velocity range. The total load factor sensed by the vehicle at
Ve = 12.2 kilometers/second is approximately 7.6. At the upper M/cDA
value of IZ, Z00 kilograms/meter z, the 20-kilometer corridor depth criteria
cannot be achieved with a 10-kilometer pull-out altitude nor by an acceptable
load factor limit (Figure 203).
Over the given entry velocity range, a corrodor depth of 20 kilometers
can be achieved by reducing the pull-out altitude criteria to 5 kilometers.
Figures 204 and 205 present the corridor depth as a function of M/CDA
for entry velocities of 6. 1 kilometers/second (20,000 feet/second) and
9.2 kilometers/second (30,000 feet/second), respectively. At Ve =
6. 1 kilometers/second the 20-kilometer corridor depth criteria can be
achieved over the vehicle M/CD A range of 2440 kilograms/meter 2 to
12, 000 kilograms/meter 2, satisfying both maximum load factor and pull-
out altitude criteria. At Ve = 9.2 kilometers/second the 20-kilometer
corridor depth criteria cannot be satisfied over the entire M/CDA range
without relaxing the undershoot pull-out altitude criteria. For a combina-
tion of 5-gma x and 10-kilometer pull-up altitude, the 20-kilometer corridor
depth requirement can be satisfied up to an M/CDA of approximately
1600 pounds/foot 2 (7800 kilograms/meter2). The corridor depth evaluation
presented herein for a representative critical atmosphere indicate severe
limitations exist with regards to defining practical Mars aerobraking mis-
sions. Both entry velocity and vehicle M/CDA are shown to significantly
affect the allowable entry corridor. An inproved knowledge of the Martian
planet (atmosphere and radius) will be required to refine possible limitations






















































The planets Mars and Venus exhibit entirely different aerobraking entry
corridor characteristics. The NASA-MSFC recommended mean density pro-
file atmosphere for Venus was employed in the study. Figures 206, 207,
and 208 present the corridor depth as a function of entry velocity and vehicle
L/D for M/CDA'S of 2440 kilograms/meter 2, 7320 kilograms/meter 2, and
12, 200 ki!ograms/meter 2, respectively. The entry velocity ranged from
9.2 kilometers/ second to 13.7 kilometers/second, and the L/D's investigated
were 0.5, 1.0, and 2.0. The corridor depth is shown to decrease with
increasing entry velocity and increase with increasing L/D. The undershoot
boundary was determined from a 10-gma x load factor criteria. All pull-out
altitudes were greater than 200,000 feet (61.5 kilometers). Figures 206 and
207 show that the 20-kilometer corridor depth criteria is satisfied for the
aforementioned vehicle characteristics and entry conditions.
The effect of L/D on corridor depth is illustrated by Figure 209. As
stated previously an increase in L/D will increase the corridor depth. The
significant factor depicted by the figure is that when L/D is increased above
i. 0 the percentage increase in the corridor depth is less than the increase
resulting from varying the L/D from 0. 5 to I. For an entry velocity of
12. 2 kilometers/second and M/CDA = 12,200 kilograms/meter 2, the corridor
depth is increased by 36 percent when the L/D is increased from 0. 5 to l, as
compared to a 14-percent increase when the L/D is increased from 1 to i. 5.
A similar comparison could be shown for other entry velocity and M/CDA
combinations. This indicated that from a corridor aspect little is gained by
developing an aerobraking vehicle with an L/D greater than i.
Figure 210 presents the corridor depth variation with M/CDA and L/D
for an entry velocity of 12.2 kilometers/second. Corridor depth is shown to
be aweak function of M/CDA. This is opposite to what was depicted for Mars
aerobraking where the corridor depth was shown to be significantly affected
by the M/CDAbecause of the pull-up altitude limit. Figure 211 illustrates
the effect of atmospheric uncertainties upon the corridor depth. Corridor
depths are depicted for the low and high density NASA-MSFC recommended
atmospheres as a function of entry velocity. The figure also presents the
effect of changing the undershoot boundary maximum load factor from 10 to
5 for an M/CDA of 12, 200 kilograms/meter 2. For an L/D = 1 and a 10-gma x
undershoot limit the low-density profile atmosphere satisfies the 20-kilometer
corridor depth criteria over the entire velocity range. When the undershoot
limit is reduced to a 5-gma x condition, the corridor depth is observed to fall
below the 20-kilometer line at Ve = 12.2 kilometers/second for the low-
density atmosphere and at Ve = 14 kilometers/second for the high-density
atmosphere. The aerobraking maneuver within the Venus atmosphere is
shown to have an adequate entry corridor for a wide range of entry velocities
and vehicle characteristics. When considering atmospheric uncertainties the
entry corridor appears to fall within allowable bounds except at the upper
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Exit from the planetary atmosphere is initiated at a position along the
constant-altitude deceleration flight phase where the velocity is just sufficient
to allow the vehicle to follow a gravity turn trajectory back through the
atmosphere to a designated apoapsis altitude. At apoapsis, an incremental
velocity is applied to establish the orbit. Exit characteristics for an aero-
braking maneuver within the Mars VM-8 atmosphere were derived for exit
from a 10-kilometer undershoot boundary for a vehicle with an L/D of 1 and
an M/CDA of 12,200 kilograms/meter 2. Figures 21Z, 213, and 214
present the flight _ath angle and velocity measured at the atmospheric inter-
face altitude of i0 ° feet, and the resultant apoapsis altitude as a function of
the initial exit velocity. An initial exit velocity range of 4. 05 kilometers/
second to 4. 45 kilometers/second produced apoapsis altitudes of approxi-
mately 300 kilometers to 3000 kilometers, respectively. Figures 215 and
Z16 depict the flight path angle at the atmospheric interface and the apoapsis
altitude as a function of velocity at the atmospheric interface. The apoapsis
altitude is shown on Figure 217 as a function of the atmospheric interface
flight path angle.
The characteristic operating envelope of the Venus aerobraking and
skip-out trajectories have been derived as a function of L/D and M/CDA for
the NASA-MSFC recommended mean density profile atmosphere. Figures 218,
219, and Z20 present operating envelopes for M/CDA's of 2440 kilograms/
meter 2, 7320 kilograms/meter Z, and 12,200 kilograms/meter 2, respectively.
The undershoot limit lines define the altitude-velocity region for capture with-
out exceeding the desired load factor (10-gmax). The skip-out line defines
the velocity as a function of the altitude at which skip-out to a representative
300-nautical-mile (555 kilometers) altitude can occur when starting from
horizontal flight. To initiate skip-out at the peak load factor limit, the space-
craft must enter along an undershoot boundary. The skip-out limit lines
depicted on Figures 218 to 220 are an approximation at the undershoot
boundaries, since horizontal flight was assumed for skip-out initiation,
although slightly negative flight-path angles occur when tangent to the under-
shoot gmax limit (Reference ii). Figure 221 presents the skip-out limit
lines. The skip-out initiation velocity is observed to increase with lowering
altitude at skip-out initiation and M/CDA. Operations to the right of each
L/D boundary line will result in a flight condition exceeding the undershoot
load factor limit. Figure 222 presents the minimum atmospheric exit velocity
and impulsive injection velocity variation with the flight-path angle measured
at the atmospheric interface. The operating range or band depicted on
Figure 222 represents the dispersion in AV and VEX due to variations in
M/CDA and skip-out initiation altitude. The dispersions in the operating
range produced by variations in M/CDA and skip-out initiation altitude result
in a small AV variation to establish a 300-nautical-mile (555 kilometers)
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Figure 215. Mars Aerodynamic Braking Exit Conditions
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Figure 221. Venus Aerod>uuamic I3raking Skip-out Operating Envelopes
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Figure 222. Impulsive Injection Velocity Variation
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circular orbit (Reference 1 I). This identical conclusion was stated during
the previous NR/SD Mars aerodynamic braking study (Reference 9) where a
range of orbital altitudes were considered.
The effect of atmospheric uncertainties in the Venus atmosphere upon
the exit maneuver have also been investigated. Figures 223, 224, and 225
present the atmospheric interface flight path angle and velocity, and the
resultant apoapsis altitude as a function of the initial skip-out velocity for the
NASA-MSFC recommended low and high density profile atmospheres.
The aerobraking trajectories consisted of entry along 5-gmax under-
shoot boundaries at velocities of 12.2 kilometers/second and 15.2 kilometers/
second for anM/CDA of 12,200 kilograms/meter 2 and an L/D of I. Exit
characteristics depicted by Figures 223 to 225 are not directly comparable
to the operating envelope presented in Figures 220 and 221 because of the
assumptions regarding the atmospheric models and the undershoot criteria.
Measurable differences in the atmospheric interface parameters and the
resultant apoapsis altitude are observed for the upper and lower atmospheric
models. The atmospheric model is shown to have a more significant affect
upon the exit parameters at the lower entry velocity. Additionally, the entry
velocity has a greater influence upon the exit parameters than the assumed
atmospheric model.
AEROTHERMODYNAMICS
The interaction of the aerobraking vehicle with the planetary atmosphere
creates an aerothermodynamic environment which requires special considera-
tion in the development of a practical manned spacecraft system. Results of
previously conducted aerobraking aerothermodynamic studies compatible with
the entry corridor and skip-out trajectory criteria defined in the trajectory
analysis are presented herein to indicate the sensitivity of a Mars and Venus
aerobraking spacecraft design to the expected thermal environmental condi-
tions. The aerothermodynamic environmental and resultant thermal protec-
tion characteristics are representative of the class of configurations under
consideration for the Mars and Venus aerobraking missions.
VEHICLE CONFIGURATION
The aerothermodynamic environment and the resultant thermal protec-
tion requirements were derived for a biconic configuration which is repre-
sentative of a class of biconic shapes currently under consideration for Mars/
Venus aerobraking missions (Reference 6). The specific vehicle employed
in the current investigation was developed during the previous NR/SD
Mars aerobraking study (Reference 9). For the aerothermal analysis, the
vehicle was assumed to have a base diameter of I0 meters, a length of
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Venus Aerodynamic Braking Exit Conditions (Atmospheric
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Figure 224. Venus Aerodynamic Braking Exit Conditions
(Atmospheric Interface Velocity Variation)
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was selected such that the vehicle ballistic coefficient varied betweer_
Z440 kilograms/meter 2 and IZ, Z00 Idlograms/meter Z for an L/D of 1.
GASDYNAMIC HEATING
The prediction of gasdynamic heating is an important factor in the
development of a manned system capable of performing Mars and Venus aero-
braking maneuvers. An important consideration is the uncertainty associated
with evaluating gasdynamic heating in non-air atmospheres. Prediction of
convective heat transfer is not considered difficult, while prediction of the
radiant transfer mode is complicated by uncertainties in theoretical radiance
models, thermodynamic properties, oscillator strengths, and absorption
effects. Experimental verification of radiance models are complicated by the
limited range of simulated conditions and the wide deviations produced by dif-
ferent experimental facilities attempting to simulate comparable flight condi-
tions (Reference 12).
Three factors which determine the gasdynamic heating are the atmos-
pheric model, the initial entry conditions, and the vehicle configuration
characteristics. Of these three factors, the atmospheric model requires
special consideration because of its influence upon the vehicle flight profile
and the resultant gasdynamic heating and because current estimates of density
profiles and constituent volume fractions for Mars and Venus lack adequate
verification. The Martian atmosphere is thought to be composed of a mixttfre
of CO 2 and NZ with possibly substantial fractions of argon (A) and some traces
of nitrogen oxides, water vapor and O 2 (Reference 13). For the JPL models
the surface pressure and density scale height vary between 5 millibars to
I0 millibars, and 15,450 feet to 46,512 feet, respectively. Volume fractions
of COz, N2, and Avary between Z0 and I00 percent, 0 and 80 percent, and
0 and 32 percent, respectively. The Venusian atmosphere is assumed to be
composed of a mixture of CO 2 and N 2. Volurr_e fractions of CO 2 and N 2 for
the NASA-MSFC model atmospheres vary between I0 and 75 percent and
25 and 90 percent, respectively.
The effect of simulated Mars and Venus atmospheric gas compositions
on convective heating has been investigated theoretically by Hoshizaki
(Reference 14) and Scala (Reference 15) and experimentally by a number
of investigators (References 16 through 20). Figure 226 presents a
summary of heat transfer measurements which cover the assumed atmos-
pheric gas compositions. The results of Hoshizaki's analysis (Reference 14)
for air and pure carbon dioxide are also depicted on the figure. The
stagnation-point heat transfer rate multiplied by the square root of the nose
radius divided by the stagnation pressure is presented as a function of the
flight velocity. The summary of experimental data indicates that the effect
of gas composition is not clearly defined. Data scatter for the results is

















































All of the data fall within ±25 percent of a mean derived from Hoshizaki's
formulations for air and CO Z. From the given comparison, it could be con-
cluded that the convective stagnation point heating for various combinations of
COz and N Z vary by about 4-25 percent from a theoretical mean value for air
and CO Z. Gas mixtures containing A, in addition to CO Z and N 2 have been
shown to produce some increases in convective heating (Reference 20).
During a recent NR/SD gasdynamic heating study (Reference 10) the effect of
the presence of argon uponstagnation-point convective heating was investi-
gated. A comparison was made between two mixtures containing 25 percent
CO 2 and 75 percent N 2 and 25 percent CO 2, 50 percent N 2 and 25 percent A
volume fractions for a flight velocity of 34, 000 feet per second (i0.35 km/s)
and a stagnation pressure of 3. 65 atmospheres. The presence of argon
was shown to increase the convective heating by approximately 20 percent
(Reference I0). The effect of atmospheric composition on the convective
heating to the conical afterbody surfaces is not available. As a consequence
of the results derived from theoretical and experimental evaluations of
convective heating in simulated planetary atmospheres the current methods
developed for air were utilized to determine the Mars/Venus aerobraking
convective heating. Hoshizaki's analysis (Reference 14) was employed to
evaluate stagnation point heating. Hanley's laminar flat plate analysis
(Reference 21) and Eckert's reference enthalpy method (Reference 22) were
employed to evaluate laminar and turbulent boundary layer heating on the
conical surfaces.
Atmospheric composition has a greater impact upon radiative heating
than the convective transfer mode. The influence of gas composition on
radiative intensity has been studied theoretically and experimentally by
numerous investigators (References 23 through 28). These studies indi-
cate that the magnitude of the radiant intensity can be significantly higher than
that for air and varies with composition. A typical example of the influence
of gas composition on radiant intensity is shown in Figure 227 in which the
radiant intensity behind a normal shock wave is presented as a function of
composition and flight velocity. A comparison is presented between Kivel
and Bailey's radiant intensity data for air (Reference 29) with experimental
and theoretical predictions for selected CO Z - N 2 combinations
(References 16, 23, and 25). As shown by Figure 227, the influence
of uncertainties in atmospheric composition would have the greatest effect
on Mars aerobraking since the effect of composition is most pronounced within
the Martian entry velocity range (Ve = 6 kilometers/second to 10 kilometers/
second), while at Venus aerobraking entry velocities, (Ve = i0 kilometers/
second to 15.2 kilometers/second), the dependency of radiant heating on com-
position is reduced significantly. Theoretical predictions of Spiegel
(Reference 25) are observed to agree reasonably well with the experimental
data. This was found to be the case over the entire range of velocities and
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intensity variation of a 7-1/2-percent CO 2 - 62-1/2-percent N2 - 30-percent
A-mixture (Reference 24) which indicates the significant effect of argon on
radiant intensity for flight velocities greater than 8 kilometers/second.
Since the scope of the aerothermodynamic analysis was restricted to
defining an upper limit to the expected aerobraking thermal environment, a
set of empirical equations representing an envelope of maximum equilibrium
radiative intensities for all possible combinations of CO 2 - N 2 mixtures was
employed in the study to compute equilibriun_ radiative heating. The
en_pirical curve-fit equations were derived in an unpublished study of
CO 2 - N 2 mixtures from a review of available theoretical methods (Refer-
ences 29, 24, and 25) and experimental data (References 16 and 23). The
upper boundary of the en_pirical formulation was 12. 2 kilometers/second,
which is at the midpoint of the Venus entry-velocity regime considered in the
study. A review of recent comparisons of experimental and theoretical
evaluation of CO 2 - N 2 gas radiancies (Reference 12) indicate that at the
Ve = 15. Z kilometers/second entry, the empirical formulation employed in
the study would conservatively overpredict the radiant heating at this flight
velocity.
The stagnation point equilibrium radiative heating was evaluated by
assuming that all of the radiation to the stagnation point originates from a
serniinfinite slab with a thickness equal to the shock detachment distance.
The shock detachment distance was computed by a simplification of the Li
and Geiger blunt-body, hypersonic-flow analysis (Reference 31). At posi-
tions on the windward forebody surfaces, the radiative heating was computed
by replacing the free-stream velocity by the component of velocity normal to
the oblique shock wave in the radiant intensity expression and then assuming
an infinite-plane radiating geometry. Nonadiabatic effects were taken into
account by employing a modified form of the nonadiabatic flow-field analyses
conducted by Hanley and Korkan (References 32 and 33).
The gasdynamic heating environment for Mars and Venus aerobraking
missions were derived for a representative biconic configuration (M/CDA
= IZ, Z00 kilograms/meterZ). Heating rates (convection and radiation) were
computed at the nose stagnation point and at four selected points on the upper
and lower conical surfaces. Turbulent heating was assumed to exist at the
conical surface points over the entire aerobraking trajectory. The analysis
was restricted to undershoot boundaries for both Mars and Venus. Previous
investigations have indicated that critical thermal protection design conditions
are experienced along undershoot boundaries (Reference 5 and 9).
The Mars heating evaluation was based upon a l O-kilometer pull-out
altitude undershoot boundary. For the entry velocities considered, the
constant altitude deceleration and the subsequent skip-out were executed at
the lO-kilometer altitude. An entry velocity range of 20,000 feet per second
- 288 -
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(6. 15 kilometers/second) to 40,000 feet per second (IZ. Z kilometers/second)
was to be investigated, but at the 10-kilometer pull-out altitude criteria, a
constant-altitude deceleration maneuver could not be performed at
Ve = IZ.Z kilometers/second. As a consequence, the Mars heating evaluation
was restricted to an entry velocity range of 6, 15 kilometers/second to
9. Z kilometers/second. Further entry studies would be required £o define a
limiting entry velocity for the assumed undershoot boundary. Figure 228
presents a Mars aerobraking trajectory profile for Ve - Z5,000 feet/second
(7.6Z5 kilometers/second) in which altitude, velocity, and dynamic pressure
are shown as functions of time. Figure Z29 presents the heating rate-time
variation at the vehicles's stagnation and lower forward surface positions for
the trajectory defined in Figure 228. Radiative heating at the nose is signifi-
cantly greater than convection, while at the point on the cone, the convective
heating is higher than the radiative heating. The static temperatures within
the region between the windward conical surfaces and the shock are in a range
where the resultant radiative heating is less than the assumed turbulent
heating. Along the upper conical surfaces, the radiative heating is negligible
as compared to the convective heat transfer mode. The relative magnitudes
of the radiative to convective heating on the conical surfaces increased at the
higher entry velocities. Figures 230 and 231 present the variation of
stagnation-point peak gasdynamic heating rate and integrated heat loads with
entry velocity. The relative magnitudes of convection and radiation are
indicated. Peak total heating and the integrated heat load increase by approx-
imately a factor of five for the entry velocity range of 6. 15 kilometers/second
to 9. Z kilometers/second. At Ve = 6. 15 kilometers/second, the peak stagna-
tion point radiative heating is approximately three times greater than convec-
tion, while at Ve = 9. Z kilometers/second, this ratio increases to a factor of
six. Figures 232 and 233 present peak heating rate and integrated heat-
load variations for the stagnation point and three selected conical surface
points. The locations of the three points are designated on the figures. For
the given entry velocity range, the peak total heating and integrated heat loads
experienced by the conical surfaces increase by a factor greater than three.
An extension of the upper entry-velocity boundary would increase the relative
magnitudes of radiative and convective heating at the stagnation point and the
relative increase of conical-surface heating.
The Venus heating evaluation was based upon a 5-gma x undershoot
boundary and covered an entry velocity range of 30,000 feet per second
(9. Z kilometers/second) to 50,000 feet per second (15. Z kilometers/second).
Both the NASA-MSFC recommended upper- and lower-density profile atmos-
pheres were considered. Figure 234 presents a Venus aerobraking trajectory
derived from the high density-atmospheric model for Ve = 40,000 feet/second
(IZ.Z kilometers/second), Altitude, velocity, and dynamic pressure are
presented as functions of time. Figure 235 presents the corresponding
healing rate-time variation at the vehicle nose and lower forward surface
positions for the trajectory defined by Figure 234. The conclusions
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concerning the relative importance of radiative to convective heatil,g and the
effect of entry velocity upon Venus aerobraking heating are similar to those
stated for Mars. At the nose stagnation point, the radiative heating is signifi-
cantly greater than convection; while along the conical surfaces, turbulent
convective heating is greater than radiative heating. Figures 236 and 237
present the peak stagnation-point total heating rate and integrated heat-load
variations with entry velocity. Peak total heating and the integrated heat load
increased by a factor greater than 16 for the entry velocity range of
9.2 kilometer/second to 15.2 kilometer/second. The ratio of peak stagnation-
point radiative to convective heating varies approximately between I0 and 50
for the aforementioned entry-velocity range. The fraction of radiative to total
stagnation heating is greater than that predicted for Mars aerobraking. This
difference is a result of the higher entry velocity range considered for Venus.
Within the stagnation region, the extreme radiative heating would reduce the
convective heating to a negligible amount, which is a result of boundary-layer
lift-off effects. Figures 238 and 239 present the Venus aerobraking peak
heating rate and integrated heat load variations for the stagnation point and
three selected conical-surface locations. The heating environment experienced
by the conical surfaces are less in magnitude than the stagnation-region
heating. The total peak heating and integrated heat loads experienced by the
conical surfaces increase in a manner similar to that observed for Mars aero-
braking. For the lower forward conical point, the peak total heating rate and
the corresponding integrated heat loads vary from 3475 Btu's per foot2-second
to 13, 180 Btu's per foot2-second and 320,000 Btu's/foot 2 to I. 76 x 10+6 Btu's/
foot 2 for the entry range of 9.2 kilometers/second to 15.2 kilometers/second,
respectively. At the lower forward conical point, the fraction of peak radiative
heating to the peak total heating and the corresponding integrated heat load
fraction vary from 6 percent to 28 percent and 2.28 percent to 7 percent for
the aforementioned entry velocity range.
These magnitudes of peak radiative heating depicted for the entry
velocity range of 12.2 kilometers/second to 15.2 kilometers/second are
expected to be extremely conservative. More detailed analyses would yield
lower peak conditions. The results presented herein indicate that the radiative
heating as the dominant transfer mode is confined to the nose stagnation region,
which comprises a small fraction of the total vehicle surface area. As a
consequence, the overprediction of the shock-layer radiative heating will not
adversely affect the vehicle thermal protection requirements. The dominant
factor is the level of the turbulent heating on the conical surfaces.
The Venus aerobraking heating characteristics presented were derived
for the NASA-MSFC recommended upper-density-profile atmosphere. Sim-
ilar results can be presented for the low-density-model atmosphere. Table 26
presents a comparison between peak stagnation point total, convective, and
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The comparison indicates that for the given set of aerobraking character-
istics (i. e., L/D, M/GD A, entry velocity, undershoot limit, and parking-
orbit altitude) the total thermal loads are nearly equivalent. If the formulations
used to compute the gasdynamic heating were derived for the specific gas
composition of each atmosphere, larger differences would be expected as
compared to the data identified by Table 26. For convective heat transfer,
it has been demonstrated theoretically that for equivalent flight velocities
and ambient densities, heating in a pure GO 2 gas will be greater than in a
pure N Z gas. Mixtures of COg and N Z will yield heating rates between that
predicted for pure GOz and NZ, but the heating will not necessarily be in a
direct proportion to the mixture's mole fraction or molecular weight
(Reference 24). Since the lower-density-profile atmosphere is assumed to
be composed of a 75 percent CO Z and 25 percent N 2 by volume mixture, it
would be expected to yield convective heating rates greater for equivalent
flight conditions than would the high-density atmosphere, which is composed
of a 90 percent N Z and i0 percent CO Z by volume mixture. Results of
Reference 34 indicate that the heating data for the various gas mixtures fall
within a band of experimental measurements, which is in agreement with the
comparison presented by Figure 226. The high-density atmosphere model
would be expected to yield higher radiative heating rates as compared to the
low-density atmosphere. Figure 227 shows that the intensity curve for a
30 percent CO 2 - 70 percent N Z mixture (an approximation to the high-density
atmosphere) lies above a curve representing a 90 percent CO Z - 10 percent
NZ mixture. At the given entry velocity range investigated during the study
(Ve _ 9.2 kilometer/seconds to 15.2 kilometer/seconds), the dependency of
radiative heating upon gas composition is shown not to be significant because





The thermal response of the aerobraking vehicle structure to the
attendant gasdynamic heating environment encountered during flight within the
sensible planetary atmospheres is a significant factor due to the large vehicle-
weight fraction required to protect the vehicle. The scope of this study was
to provide the aerobraking vehicle synthesis with a reasonable upper limit to
the ablative material requirements expressed in terms of a vehicle-weight
fraction. For the broad range of possible aerobraking missions, the most
significant design consideration is the entry velocity associated with each
specific mission. As a consequence of this, the effect of entry velocity on
the ablative-material to vehicle-weight fraction was determined. From these
weight fraction evaluations, the design penalties involved with utilizing a
common vehicle for off-loaded missions are identified.
The prediction of thermal-protection requirements for Mars and Venus
aerobraking missions is complicated by the uncertainties associated with the
atmospheric constituents. Atmospheric composition has been shown to pro-
duce higher heating environments that what would be experienced for air at
equivalent flight conditions. In addition to the increased heating the atmos-
pheric composition can affect the performance of ablative materials. Typical
problems identified during a previous NR/SD study (Reference 10) concerning
ablation in planetary atmospheres are given as follows:
(i) Ablative materials like phenolic nylon and Avcoat exhibit different
thermal-performance characteristics as compared to that measured
for air.
(z) An increase in the CO Z content of a gas mixture reduces the
thermochemical heat of ablation which results in higher mass
loss rate as compared to air.
(3) Avcoat type materials have been shown to exhibit higher surface
recession rates in high-COz-concentration mixtures as compared
to air.
If the results are applied to the prediction of thermal-protection require-
ments for Mars and Venus aerobraking, measureable differences in ablator
weights could result from differences in the chemical interaction phenomena
of the ablator material and the boundary layer constituents for comparable
heating environments. An example of this could be the NASA-MSFC
recommended upper - and lower-density model atmospheres in which the
assumed compositions are I0 percent CO Z - 90 percent N Z and 75 percent
COz - Z5 percent Mr, respectively.
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The thermal-protection analysis was based upon predicting the response
of an AVCOAT 50Z6-39-type ablative material to the Mars and Venus aero-
braking heating environment discussed under Gasdy-namic Heating in the
Aerothermodynamics section. Ablative-material requirements were derived
under certain restrictive assumptions. The heats of ablation of the Avcoat
material were compatible with the values derived for air which are currently
employed in the Apollo command module design. The effective heat of ablation
variation developed for laminar flow was applied to the nose-region heating.
For the conical surfaces, which comprise a major fraction of the vehicle
surface, an effective heat of ablation variation derived for a turbulent boundary
layer was employed to compute the material mass-loss characteristics. As
indicated in the gasdynamic heating discussion, turbulent heating comprised
the major heat input to the vehicle. The vehicle heatshield weight fractions
derived during the study are based upon a turbulent heating environment,
with the nose stagnation region contributing a small fraction of the total
thermal- protection weight.
Figures 240 and 241 present the heat shield weight fraction as a
function of entry velocity for Mars and Venus aerobraking missions. For
the Mars entries, the heatshieldweight fraction is observed to vary from
approximately 6.8 percent to 14. 6 percent of the vehicle gross weight at
entry for the entry velocity range of 6. l kilometer/second to 9.2 kilometer/
second. The weight fraction for Venus varies from IZ.7 percent to 40 percent
for the entry velocity range of 9. Z kilometer/second to 15.2 kilometer/second.
Measureable design penalties are indicated if for each planet the vehicle is
designed for the highest entry velocity. If an aerobraking vehicle with a
design entry velocity of 15.2 kilometer/second is applied to a Venus mission
requiring an entry velocity of 12.2 kilometer/second, approximately 20 percent
of the vehicle weight consists of excess ablative material. Similar weight
penalties are indicated for a vehicle design for a Venus aerobraking mission
applied to a lower-velocity Mars mission.
More detailed analyses would be required to refine the weight fractions
presented herein. Specific areas which require further investigation are the
radiant heating to lower conical-surface regions with regards to gas-
composition and flow-field effects, gas-composition effects upon ablative
material performance, and the selection of ablative-material concepts to













Energy requirements for ascent from the surfaces of the asteroids
Vesta and Ceres, the planets Mercury and Mars, and Jupiter's satellite
Ganymede are presented in this section. A cursory treatment of descents to
the surfaces of all the bodies is also given. Assumptions are included
regarding physical characteristics of the attracting bodies.
PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Planet physical characteristics are summarized in Table 27.
Assumed mass properties for Ceres and Vesta were those corresponding to
an average density of the asteroid equal to that of the earth. Vacuum flight
was assumed for all bodies except Mars, where the VM-7 atmosphere was
used. The characteristics of this atmosphere are shown in Table 28.











1. 07618 x 1010
(3.8 x 1011)
8. 60928 x I0 I0
(3.04x I012)
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(7, 6444 x 1014 )
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2.23
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1. 70 x 10 -7
8.42 x 10 -8
4.17
2.07





























Values above this level are based on continuation of isothermal temperature, an arbitrary






1.64 x 10 -4 3.07 x i0 -I0
4.90 x 10 -6 9.18 x 10 -12
14.2
14.2
Po = 5. 0 mb
Po = 6.82 " 10 -6 gm/cm 3
T O = 275 °K
Tstratosphere = 200 °PC
M = 31.2 (20% CO2; 80070 N 2 by volume)
ttstratosphere = 19.3 km
go = 375 cm/sec 2
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CHARACTERISTIC VELOCITY REQUIREMENTS FOR VESTA,
CERES, MERCURY, AND GANYMEDE
Powered ascent trajectories were computed from the surface to circular
orbit conditions at varying altitudes for Vesta, Ceres, Mercury, and Ganymede,
assuming no atmosphere. Calculus-of-variations steering was used, except
for a five-second initial launch phase utilizing an arbitrarily chosen pitch-
over rate of 2.5 degrees per second. A specific impulse of 400 seconds was
used during the constant thrust ascent.
Tradeoff data were generated for Vesta, Ganymede, and Mercury. The
results of these studies are shown in Figures 242 through 244, which show the
variation of velocity requirements with orbit altitude and liftoff acceleration.
Only a single case was considered for ascents from Ceres. Table 29 sum-
marizes the ascent velocity requirements to inject into a 20-kilometer orbit
for the asteroids and a 50-kilometer orbit for Mercury and Ganymede.
Descent velocity requirements were determined for a selected accelera-
tion level: that which yields a touchdown acceleration 2.5 times the local
acceleration due-to-gravity. The powered descent was assumed to begin at
20-km circular orbit conditions for the asteroids and 50-km conditions for
Mercury and Ganymede.




















































g is acceleration due to gravity at the
owerea maneuver terminates with or
orbit altitude.
surface.
is initiated from this circular
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It can be seen from Table 29 and Figures 242 through 244 that the
descent requirements do not differ significantly from the ascent requirements
if the acceleration level is chosen properly. It should be noted that these
characteristic velocity requirements do not include any contingencies such
as hover or landing site selection flexibility which must be included in the
total descent characteristic velocity. The total descent characteristic
velocity must also include the additional requirements for transferring from
the initial parking orbit to circular orbit conditions at the altitude at which
the final descent maneuver is initiated. Also, the total ascent characteristic
velocity must include the additional requirements for the transfer and injec-
tion into the parking orbit of the parent spacecraft. The resultant total
characteristic velocity requirements (including hover and transfer require-
ments) for elliptical planetary parking orbits are shown in Figures 245 and
246 for Mercury and Ganymede. The descent profile consists of a Hohmann
transfer from apocenter of the elliptical parking orbit to circular orbit speed
at an altitude of 50 kilometers. The ascent requirements are based on
injecting into an elliptical parking orbit at pericenter. These data are based
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PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED.
CHARACTERISTIC VELOCITY REQUIREMENTS FOR MARS
Ascent trajectories computed from the surface of Mars were initially
based on vacuum ascents. The vacuum trajectories utilized calculus-of-
variations steering except for a five-second vertical boost used to simulate
the initial launch phase. Burnout of the single ascent stage occurred at
perifocus of an ellipse having an apofocus altitude of 185 kilometers
(100 nautical-mile). Perifocus altitude varied from 30.5 kilometers to
91.4 kilometers. Launch was assumed at an azimuth of 90 degrees east of
north and from a latitude of 35 degrees.
The steering profile resulting from the vacuum trajectory simulation
was then used in the atmospheric trajectory simulation. It was modified as
required to effect the same ending conditions that were obtained in the vacuum
trajectory simulation. The basic shape was retained, thereby assuring a
near-optimum ascent under the influence of drag forces.
The atmosphere model used was VM-7 as shown in Table Z8. Vehicle
characteristics assumed were as follows:
Mass = 27,600 kilograms (61,000 pounds mass)
Diameter = 5.08 meters (9.00 inches)
Specific impulse = 386 seconds
Apollo nose drag at relevant Mach numbers is shown in Table 30.
The following simplifying assumptions were made:
1. No aerodynamic forces normal to the wind axis
B No change in effective specific impulse due to atmospheric
pressure
3. No change in drag characteristics due to power on
The resultant velocity requirements are shown in Figure 247 as a function of
perifocus altitude and liftoff acceleration. The total characteristic velocity
requirements for ascent and descent are shown in Figure 248 for elliptical
planetary parking orbits. The descent to the planetary surface is initiated at
apocenter of the elliptical parking orbit. The ascent maneuver terminates at





Table 30. A_oHo Nose Drag



























































A limited study was conducted to determine the effects of the midcourse
guidance requirements on the selection of the mission profile for Ganymede
orbiter and lander missions. It has been shown in the Performance Require-
ments section that the direct Ganymede orbit insertion mode minimizes the
total incremental velocity requirements if only the major propulsive maneu-
vers are considered. The objective of the midcourse guidance investigation
was to determine whether or not the midcourse correction requirements for
the direct Ganymede orbit insertion mode would exceed the savings in the
nominal mission performance requirements and thus invalidate the premise
that the direct insertion mode minimizes the total mission incremental
velocity requirements.
The midcourse guidance problem for the Ganymede rendezvous is
determined by (1) the errors in the trajectory relative to Jupiter after the
heliocentric correction process has been completed; (Z) the ability to predict
the trajectory of Ganymede and of the spacecraft relative to Ganymede during
the final approach; (3) the concept imposed in regard to the choice of state
variables, the time of rendezvous (whether variable or fixed), the cost
function to be optimized in the guidance process and constraints on the
problem; and (4) the ability to control the orbit of the spacecraft (application
errors for the midcourse corrections).
The first of these problems was investigated in Reference 35, where it
was shown, even with a relatively crude guidance concept, the correction
magnitude need not exceed the order of 15 to 30 m/s (35). When Jupiter's
sphere of influence was reached, 3¢ errors in position and velocity of
approximately 50, 000 km (relative to a radius of 48 x 106 km) and approxi-
mately 2 m/s were shown to be obtainable before the process of navigating
with respect to Jupiter was begun. These requirements and errors were
predicated on using a contemporary Earth launch vehicle inertial guidance
system and the assumption that an earlier correction has occurred to null as
many of the Earth departure errors as possible. The early correction was
within the Earth's sphere of influence and was approximately i0 to 15 m/s
(3¢).
The second aspect of the problem has probably also been investigated
although no specific reference could be found as to the probable accuracies
associated with the orbit of Ganymede. Thus, no detailed knowledge as to
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the effects of these uncertainties on the approach navigation problem has been
prepared. Estimates of these errors, however, can be obtained by con-
sidering the equations for elliptic motion:
1 I 2 1r 3a a eAr = e M sin E Aa + - a cos E + -- sin E Aea 2r r
I2 Ia e+ _] sin E AtpF
r/X_ :
2 r 1_-- P
1-e 2
r -e
(where the notation is standard), and thz following assumptions:
1. The eccentricity of Ganymede's orbit can be neglected.
2. The time elapsed since the last fix on Ganymede is less than one
period (M = Z_). Since this error has a secular nature, only
the secular part will be considered.
Under these assumptions
A r = Aa + aAe
lnax
_a _ Atp
rfX_b = - 3n Aa - r + rAu_
lllax
Thus, errors no larger than al)!)roximately 5000 km in r and 10, 000 km in
the plane longitudinal position are expected.
The third problem and the effect of the fourth are discussed in
Reference 36. The reference establishes the theory for the optimal correc-
tion sequence and defines the effects of all of the error sources on the gain
structure for the problem. If applied, this theory would yield the control
policy to be mechanized for the spacecraft. This step is felt to be premature
for the present study since the primary objective is to define the extent to
which the midcourse energy requirements determine the concept for producing
rendezvous with Ganymede. Thus, attention should be turned to the simplified
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guidance logic discussed in Reference 35. By using this logic and the errors
occurring during the heliocentric mission phase, it can be shown that the
midcourse correction requirements within the sphere of influence of Jupiter
are of the order of 50 to 200 m/s provided a reasonable accurate navigation
process is utilized. Sextant measurements of 3- to 10-second error are
achievable (and adequate) particularly if augmented with stadiametric data
during the final approach. The above midcourse correction requirements
include the effects of both spacecraft and Ganymede trajectory errors.
Corrections required prior to encounter are necessary for all Jupiter
missions and the corrections within Jupiter's frame of reference are small
compared to the energy differences which can be achieved by utilizing the
direct rendezvous mission mode. Thus, the direct rendezvous mission
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